
 

Do you want to improve coordination/reaction time? 

Being a stroke patient myself, I needed a simple device that can improve my 
coordination. Although there are exercises to improve coordination, I realized 
there are no simple devices out there that I could use to measure my own 
improvements in an objective way. I needed a device that can improve the 
coordination on my arm as well as my leg. Coordination is so valuable in activities 
of daily living like brushing teeth, shaving etc. when you lack coordination, your 
muscles miscalculate the force that is required for a particular activity. 
Coordination allows for a smooth motion of your joints. 

So, out of necessity to improve my own coordination I devised the “J 
coordinator.”  It’s not going to cure your coordination deficits but it will definitely 
improve it. There is a timer to measure improvements allowing you to visually see 
the improvements with your own eyes! There are two options on the J 
coordinator, one allows you to work on your coordination and the other option 
called random can be used to improve your reaction time. Every household 
should have one to improve the driver’s reaction time. This device can easily be 
used to improve coordination and reaction time on your arms and legs. Put the 
device on a table to work on arms and leave it on the floor to work on leg.  

Buy and put device to use, if it is not beneficial to you send it back. I do not want 
your money if it is of no use to you, so put it to use for 10 days. At the end of 10 
days, either keep it or send it back for no hassle return. To order the device either 
click the button or call us. To return device for any reason or no reason at all- 
simply call 516 616 0942. Buy it now at the introductory price of only $997 while 
it lasts, regular price is $1499.99 
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